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Description

Expo City Dubai Careers

If you’re looking for a great career opportunity, then Expo City Dubai Careers is the perfect place to
start your search. With so many options available, you’re sure to find the right job for you. We offer
retail jobs in Dubai for freshers as well as experienced candidates who want to venture into a new field.
So if you’re looking for a new challenge, then this is the place for you.

Then, at that point, simply set up your CV and apply for this brilliant organization in the United Arab
Emirates. Abu Dhabi Expo City Dubai Careers is a once-in-a-lifetime chance for any individual who
needs to look for Good work in Dubai. Expo City Dubai Careers   offers great compensation in
addition to other wonderful impetuses also.

Download CV: Click Here To Download Cv For Dubai & Across UAE Jobs

Walk-In-Interviews: Click Here To Check The latest Walk-In-Interviews In Dubai & Across UAE Jobs

Jobs Details: Expo City Dubai Careers

Organization Name Expo City Dubai 
 Job Location  Dubai
 Nationality  Any Nationality Can Apply
 Education  Equivalent Degree
 Experience  As Per The Job Description
 Salary Range  Depending Upon Position
 Benefits  Excellent
 Posted Date 7 March 2023
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Be part of the city of the future and build a legacy of sustainability, innovation, education and
entertainment. Built on the success of the six-month World Expo to create a clean, green, tech-enabled
city of the future. Packed with educational, cultural and entertainment offerings, Expo City Dubai
celebrates the power and impact of human innovation, imagination and ingenuity providing a curated
innovation-driven business ecosystem that will bring together global minds to embrace technology and
digital innovation, supporting industry growth and the UAE’s wider diversification and growth aims.

Welcome to Expo City Dubai, the pioneering legacy of Expo 2020 Dubai

Creating a greener tomorrow

Sustainability is embedded throughout the city, from the architecture to the school learning
programmes

Innovative ideas

Explore how technology is redefining the way we live in a 5G-enabled, state-of-the-art city

Endless entertainment

Welcoming fresh talents and A-list superstars alike, there will be something for everyone to enjoy

Expanding horizons

This is a place to fuel imaginations, challenge ideas and inspire the leaders of tomorrow

For 6 months, Expo 2020 Dubai hosted over 24 million people and more than 192 countries in the
largest purpose-built city in the world. At Expo Dubai Group, we are turning this moment of a lifetime
into a lifetime of engagement across countries and cultures, between public and private institutions,
and with everyone passionate about driving collaborative change on this planet, and beyond

We work across three interconnected and interdependent pillars: the habitats we design and build
(City), the communities and networks we bring together (Programmes and Events) and the stories we
share with one another (Creative)

City

Scaling the Expo City Dubai blueprint with all those invested in creating better living environments

Programmes and Events

Continuing to convene critical voices to think out of the box on priorities for people and planet

Creative
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Engaging, informing & inspiring global audiences to strengthen & deepen our understanding of one
another

List Of New Jobs In Expo City Dubai Careers 

1: Social Media Manager – Expo City Dubai

Skills

•8+ years’ experience in social media management and delivery as well as:

Degree in media or extensive training in social media
Expert knowledge of social media scheduling software and monitoring metrics
Extensive hands-on experience in content creation (including experience with graphic design and
photo editing)
Expert on SEO best practices and social media trends
Professional and discreet with excellent time management skills
Outstanding written communication skills

2: Manager Sustainability – Expo City Dubai

Skills

6+ years of experience in sustainability project management as well as:

A degree and/or postgraduate education in environmental science, sustainable development,
geography, environmental economics, public policy, engineering or another relevant degree;
Structured and analytical with complex problem-solving capabilities;
Excellent quantitative and qualitative analysis capabilities;
Superb track record of project leadership and end-to-end project management;
Superior persuasion skills with the ability to diplomatically communicate sustainability amongst
diverse stakeholders (youth, leadership, experts, and business professionals, etc.);
Excellent ability to work on multiple projects simultaneously and collaborate with other specialists
and teams beyond the core practice field;
Practical understanding of international and national sustainability frameworks;
Experience in sustainable supply chain management;
Knowledge of international sustainability standards and certification processes;
Ability to evaluate technical information and provide concise informed advice;
Strong planning and organization skills;
Creative, curious, and proactive in driving sustainability across the organization;
Superior written and spoken English, with attention to detail in required report writing;
Passionate about climate change, and progressing knowledge in the field;
Ability to collaboratively work with internal teams, and cross-cultural integration.

3: Senior Manager, Events-  Expo City Dubai
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Skills

8+ years of professional experience (minimum of 2 years in the UAE) in a senior position within event
management, with a strong track record of successfully delivering events globally as well as:

A Bachelor’s degree in a related field
Hands-on knowledge of both business development and event operationalization
Experience in project management and program implementation for mega events, with high-level
delegations and VIPs
Proven experience in the design and execution of online/hybrid events to a global audience

Full understanding of:

1. (Mega) Event technical and operational requirements
2. Event permits, regulations, and procedures in the UAE
3. Other specialist requirements

View All Jobs & Apply Now

How to Apply for Expo City Dubai Careers:

If you’ve decided to apply for Expo City Dubai Careers in order to alter your lifestyle, and you’re
interested in any of the positions listed above, the process is extremely straightforward. Simply click
the apply now button to send your most recent CV for the position you want.

We strongly advise you to tailor your CV to the company’s profile or the job description. Your chances
of landing a job in Dubai will naturally improve as a result of this. We wish you the best of luck in your
endeavors.

999+ New High Salary Jobs Click Here Now:
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